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REPUBLIC OF NAURU 
 

Currency Act 1976 
 

______________________________ 
 

Act No. 11 of 1976  
______________________________ 

 
 
 
 

An Act to repeal the Currency Ordinance 1965 and to make new 
provision for the use in Nauru of currency of a nominated country 
and for legal tender 

 
 

Certified on 17 September 1976 
 
 

Enacted by the Parliament of Nauru as follows: 
 
 

1 Short title and commencement 
 

This Act may be cited as the Currency Act 1976 and shall come 
into force on a date to be fixed by the Minister by notice in the 
Gazette.1 

 
 

2 Interpretation 
 

In this Act: 
 

‘national coin’ means a coin that: 
 

(a) is issued under the authority of the Minister given under 
section 3A(1); and 

 
(b) has not been declared by the Minister to no longer be 

legal tender under section 3A(4). 
 
‘nominated coin’ means a coin of a denomination of the 
nominated currency issued under the laws of the nominated 
country and not called in under any of those laws; 

 

‘nominated note’ means a note of a denomination of the 
nominated currency issued under the laws of the nominated 
country and not called in under any of those laws; 

 

‘the nominated country’ means the country nominated for the 

                                                           
1 By GN No. 296/1976 published in Gazette issue 47 on 29 September 1976, 

the Minister fixed 1 October 1976 as the date of commencement of this Act. 
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time being by the Minister under section 3; 

 
‘the nominated currency’ means: 

 
(a) the currency, from time to time, of the nominated country; 

or 
 

(b) national coins. 
 
 

3 Nomination of country 
 

(1) Before this Act comes into force, the Minister shall, by notice in 
the Gazette, nominate a country for the purposes of this Act.2 

 
(2) The Minister may at any time, by notice in the Gazette, revoke 

the nomination made under the preceding subsection, or any 
subsequent nomination made under this section, and, if he does 
so, shall at the same time nominate another country for the 
purposes of this Act. 

 

(3) Notwithstanding the last preceding subsection, the Minister shall 
not revoke the nomination made under subsection (1) or any 
nomination made under the last preceding subsection except 
after giving three months’ notice in the Gazette of his intention 
to do so. 

 
 

3A National coins 
 

(1) The Minister may, by Gazette notice, authorise the issue of a 
national coin. 

 

(2) The Gazette notice must: 
 

(a) describe or show the physical appearance of the coin, 
including the symbols, pictures, words and numbers 
shown on the coin; and 

 

(b) specify the amount for which the coin may be redeemed 
under subsection (3); and 

 

(c) specify the least current weight of the coin; and 
 

(d) specify the shape, size and composition of the coin. 
 

(3) If a national coin is presented for redemption: 
 

(a) it must be redeemed with nominated notes or nominated 
coins; and 

 

(b) the cost of the redemption is a charge on the Treasury 

                                                           
2 By GN No. 295/1976, published in Gazette issue 47 on 29 September 1976, 

the Minister nominated the Commonwealth of Australia for the purposes of this 

Act. 
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Fund. 
 

(4) The Minister may, by Gazette notice, declare that a particular 
issue of national coin is no longer legal tender. 

 
(5) The declaration takes effect: 

 

(a) on the date specified in the notice; or 
 
(b) if the date specified in the notice is less than 90 days after 

the notice is published – 90 days after the notice is 
published. 

 
4 Transactions to be in the nominated currency 

 
(1) Subject to this section, every sale, every bill of exchange or 

promissory note, every security for money and every other 
contract, agreement, deed, instrument, transaction, dealing, 
matter or thing relating to money or involving the payment of, or 
a liability to pay, money, that is made, executed, entered into or 
done shall, unless it is made, executed, entered into or done 
according to the currency of some country other than the 
nominated country, be made, executed, entered into or done 
according to the nominated currency. 

 

(2) Nothing in this section operates so as to invalidate a will or other 
testamentary instrument. 

 
 

5 Payments to be made in the nominated currency 
 

Every payment that is made shall, unless it is made according to 
the currency of some country other than the nominated country, 
be made according to the nominated currency. 

 
6 Legal tender 

 

(1) A tender of payment of money is a legal tender if it is made in 
nominated notes. 

 

(2) A tender of payment of money is a legal tender if it is made in 
nominated or national coins of not less than the least current 
weight and is for payment of an amount not exceeding such 
amount as the Minister may fix by notice in the Gazette; 
different amounts may be fixed for coins of different 
denominations. 

 

(3) For the purposes of the last preceding subsection, a coin shall 
be deemed to be not of current weight if it has become 
diminished in weight by wear or otherwise so as to be of less 
weight than the least current weight of that coin. 

 
(4) In this section: 

 

‘least current weight’ means: 
 

(a)  for a nominated coin – the least current weight for the coin 
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prescribed under the law of the nominated country; or 
 
(b) for a national coin – the least current weight for the coin 

specified in the Schedule or in the Gazette notice 
published under section 3A. 

 
 

7 Repeal 
 

(1) The Currency Ordinance 1965 is repealed. 
 

(2) Upon the commencement of the Act the Currency Act 1965-
1969 of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia shall 
cease to apply in Nauru. 

 
8 Validation of commemorative coins 

 
Each commemorative coin described in the Schedule is taken to 
be, and to always have been, a national coin. 

 
 

 
SCHEDULE – VALIDATION OF COMMEMORATIVE COINS 

 
section 8 

 
1 The coin known as the “Nauru 2002 Commemorative Coin 

European Currencies Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) the picture of a 1 Euro coin; 
 

(ii) the inscription “2002 FIRST ISSUE OF THE EURO” at 
the top of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the picture of the 1 Euro coin; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of Ag/Au; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 21.77 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is the shape of the map of Germany. 
 

2 The coin known as the “Nauru 2002 First Anniversary of the 
Euro Sculpture Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a picture of a 1 Euro coin; 
 

(ii) the inscription “2002 FIRST ISSUE OF THE EURO” in the 
centre of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing on the left side 
of the coin; and 
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(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver with a gold inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is the shape of the map of Europe. 
 

3 The coin known as the “Nauru 2002 European Monuments 
(Brandenburg Gate) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the Brandenburg Gate in the 
centre of the coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “GERMANY – BRANDENBURGER TOR” 
on top of the coin and the inscription “European 
Monuments” at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the Brandenburg Gate; and 

 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 
(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 

millimetres. 
 

4 The coin known as the “Nauru 2002 Final Issue of the Italian 
Lira Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  an inner brown circle with a lighter circular frame, 
showing an image of the Colosseum with a small coin 
in front of it covering its top part on the right; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “FINAL ISSUE OF THE ITALIAN 
LIRA” appearing immediately above the inner circle; 

 
(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 

below the inner circle between two stars; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 31.1 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 40 millimetres. 
 

5 The coin known as the “Nauru 2002 Save the Whales 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an inner dark circle with a lighter circular frame, 
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showing an image of a whale with a human diver 
beneath it, an island and two birds in the 
background and the inscription “2002” appearing below 
the image of the whale;(ii)  the inscription “SAVE THE 
WHALES” appearing immediately above the inner circle; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the inner circle; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 31.1 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 40 millimetres. 
 

6 The coin known as the “Nauru 2003 European Monuments 
(Basilica di San Pietro) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a gold-plated image of St. Peter’s Basilica in Vatican City 
in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “VATICAN – BASILICA DI SAN 
PIETRO” on top of the coin and the inscription 
“European Monuments” at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of St. Peters Basilica; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii)  the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 

7 The coin known as the “Nauru 2003 European Monuments 
(Deutscher Reichstag) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the parliament building 
Deutscher Reichstag in Berlin in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “GERMANY – DEUTSCHER REICHSTAG” 
on top of the coin and the inscription “European 
Monuments” at the bottom of the coin 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the building; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
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(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 

millimetres. 
 

8  The coin known as the “Nauru 2003 Troja – Priamos Treasures 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) the portrait of Sophie Schliemann, looking to the right, 
wearing the pendants of the treasures of Priamos; 

 

(ii) behind the portrait, an image of Troja is shown and on 
the left side the Trojan horse has been depicted; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “TROJA – PRIAMOS TREASURE” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing 
immediately below the portrait, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

9  The coin known as the “Nauru 2003 Niebelungen Treasure 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of the 3 Rhein-Daughters protecting the 
Niebelungen Treasure made of gold; 

 

(ii) the inscription “NIEBELUNGEN TREASURE” appearing 
immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 
(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 

millimetres. 
 

10 The coin known as the “Nauru 2003 First Anniversary of the 
Euro Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) the map of Europe in the background and the Euro 
symbol in front of it; 
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(ii)  the inscription “2003 – FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
EURO” appearing immediately above the map; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the map; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
11  The coin known as the “Nauru 2004 European Monuments 

(Dresdner Frauenkirche) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the church Dresdner 
Frauenkirche in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “GERMANY – FRAUENKIRCHE 
DRESDEN” on top of the coin and the inscription 
“European Monuments” at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the church; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 

 
12 The coin known as the “Nauru 2004 European Monuments 

(Palais de Monaco) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a gold-plated image of the Palais in Monaco in the 
centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “MONACO – PALAIS DE MONACO” on 
top of the coin and the inscription “European 
Monuments” at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the Palais; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
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millimetres. 
 

13 The coin known as the “Nauru 2004 European Monuments 
(Colloseum) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the Colloseum in Rome in the 
centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “ITALY – COLLOSSEO” on top of the coin 
and the inscription “European Monuments” at the bottom 
of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the Colloseum; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 
14 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 European Monuments 

(Tower Bridge) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the Tower Bridge in London the 
centre of the coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “ENGLAND – TOWER BRIDGE” on top 
of the coin and the inscription “European Monuments” 
at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the bridge; 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 
15  The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 European Monuments 

(Stephansdom) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the church Stephansdom in 
Vienna in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “AUSTRIA – STEPHANSDOM” on top of the 
coin and the inscription “European Monuments” at the 
bottom of the coin; 
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(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the church; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 

 
16 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 European Monuments 

(St. Basil’s Cathedral) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of St. Basil’s Cathedral in 
Moscow in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “RUSSIA – ST. BASILS CATHEDRAL” in 
the Russian language on top of the coin and the 
inscription “European Monuments” at the bottom of the 
coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the Cathedral; 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 

17 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 European Monuments 
(Palazzo Pubbico) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the government building 
Palazzo Publico in San Marino in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “SAN MARINO – PALAZZO PUBLICO” on 
top of the coin and the inscription “European 
Monuments” at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the building; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 
(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
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millimetres. 
 

18  The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Konrad Adenauer 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Konrad Adenauer looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1949 – 1963 KONRAD ADENAUER” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

19 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Ludwig Erhard 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Ludwig Erhard looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1963 – 1966 LUDWIG ERHARD” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

20 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Kurt Georg Kiesinger 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Kurt Georg Kiesinger looking to the right; 
 

(ii) the inscription “1966 – 1969 KURT GEORG 
KIESINGER” appearing immediately above the 
portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
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(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

21 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Willy Brandt 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Willy Brandt looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1969 – 1974 WILLY BRANDT” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
22 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Helmut Schmidt 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Helmut Schmidt looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii) the inscription “1974 – 1982 HELMUT SCHMIDT” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 
(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 

below the portrait; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
23 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Gerhard Schröder 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Gerhard Schröder looking straight 
ahead; 

 
(ii)  the inscription “1998 – 2005 GERHARD SCHRÖDER” 
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appearing immediately above the portrait; 
 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

24 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Angela Merkel 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Angela Merkel looking to the right; 
 

(ii) the inscription “2005 ANGELA MERKEL” appearing 
immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

25 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Helmut Kohl 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Helmut Kohl looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1982 – 1998 HELMUT KOHL” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

26 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Theodor Heuss 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
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(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Theodor Heuss looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1949 – 1959 THEODOR HEUSS” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
 

27 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Heinrich Lübke 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Heinrich Lübke looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii) the inscription “1959 – 1969 HEINRICH LÜBKE” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

28 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Gustav Heinemann 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Gustav Heinemann looking straight 
ahead; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “1969 – 1974 GUSTAV HEINEMANN” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
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(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

29 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Walter Scheel 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Walter Scheel looking straight ahead; 
 
(ii)  the inscription “1974 – 1982 WALTER SCHEEL” 

appearing immediately above the portrait; 
 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

30 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Richard von Weizäcker 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a portrait of Richard von Weizäcker looking straight 
ahead; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “1984 – 1994 RICHARD VON 
WEIZÄCKER” appearing immediately above the 
portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

31  The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Karl Carstens 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Karl Carstens looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1979 – 1984 KARL CARSTENS” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 
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(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

32 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Roman Herzog 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Roman Herzog looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1994 – 1999 ROMAN HERZOG” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

33 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Johannes Rau 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Johannes Rau looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii) the inscription “1999 – 2004 JOHANNES RAU” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
34 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 Horst Köhler 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Horst Köhler looking straight ahead; 
 

(ii) the inscription “2004 – 2010 HORST KÖHLER” 
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appearing immediately above the portrait; 
 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

35 The coin known as the “Nauru 2005 German National Museum 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of an old Germanic Fibula; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “GERMAN NATIONAL MUSEUM” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
36  The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Schnellzuglokomotive Br1 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a driving steam locomotive; 
 
(ii) the inscription “BAUREIHE 01 DER DEUTSCHEN 

REICHSBAHN 1926-2006” appearing immediately above 
the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image; 

 

(iv) a pearled rim that encloses the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
37 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 European Monuments 
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(Santiago de Compostela) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a gold-plated image of the church Santiago de 
Compostela in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “SPAIN – SANTIAGO DE 
COMPOSTELA” on top of the coin and the 
inscription “European Monuments” at the bottom of the 
coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 
38 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 European Monuments 

(Mont St. Michel) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the Abbey Mont St. Michel in the 
centre of the coin; 

 
(ii)  the inscription “FRANCE – LE MONT SAINT 

MICHEL” on top of the coin and the inscription 
“European Monuments” at the bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 

39 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 European Monuments 
(Tower of Pisa) Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated image of the tower of Pisa in the 
centre of the coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “ITALY – LA TORRE DI PISA” on top of the 
coin and the inscription “European Monuments” at the 
bottom of the coin; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
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below the image; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a gold-plated inlay; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 
40  The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Adenauer 1949 – 

Foundation Federal Republic of Germany Commemorative Coin 
Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of Konrad Adenauer sitting at his desk signing 
the contract of foundation of the Republic of Germany; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – 1949” appearing 
immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image; 

 

(iv) the signature of Konrad Adenauer on the left side of the 
image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
41 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Deutschland – die 50er 

Jahre Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a Beetle car and a woman dressed in a petty 
coat standing on the right side of the car and putting a 
hand on the bonnet of the car; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – DIE 50er JAHRE” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 
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42 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Deutschland – die 60er 

Jahre Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a German soldier running wearing a gun 
on his back in front of a chain link fence (being the 
symbol for the split of Germany in East and West 
Germany); 

 

(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – DIE 60er JAHRE” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
43 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Deutschland – die 70er 

Jahre Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a German athlete with the Olympic torch in his 
left hand in front of the Olympic Stadium in Berlin; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – DIE 70er JAHRE” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
44 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Deutschland – die 80er 

Jahre Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of four people being part of a peace 
demonstration; two people standing in the front holding 
a flag showing the peace dove; two people in the back 
holding a banner bearing the word “Peace”; the person 
on the left in the back holding a book in his right hand; 
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(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – DIE 80er JAHRE” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
45 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Deutschland – die 90er 

Jahre Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a man and a woman embracing each other 
as a symbol of happiness about the German reunification, 
the fall of the Berlin Wall; the Brandenburger Tor 
(Brandenburg Gate) in the back; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – DIE 90er JAHRE” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

46 The coin known as the “Nauru 2006 Deutschland – die 2000er 

Jahre Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image in the centre of the coin of the Euro symbol, 
surrounded by 12 stars (standing for the 12 countries that 
introduced the Euro in the year 2000), in front of the map 
of Europe; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “DEUTSCHLAND – DIE 2000er 
JAHRE” appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
image, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
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(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
47 The coin known as the “Nauru 2007 Micronesian Population 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of a Micronesian aborigine woman; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “MICRONESIAN POPULATION” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 
portrait, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 

48 The coin known as the “Nauru 2007 Hindenburgdamm 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a driving steam locomotive with 
wagons, with 3 birds flying above it and the map of the 
German island Sylt and the nearby mainland in the 
background; 

 
(ii) the inscription “1927–2007” appearing on the right 

above the image; 
  

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing on the left of the 
image; 

 

(iv) the inscription “HINDENBURGDAMM” appearing on the 
right above the inscription “1927-2007”; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
49 The coin known as the “Nauru 2007 Christmas Tree 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of snowy woodland in the background and a 
Christmas Tree with Christmas decorations in colour; 
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(ii) the inscription “HAPPY NEW YEAR AND MERRY 
CHRISTMAS” on top of the coin; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 and is partly coloured; 
 

(ii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
50 The coin known as the “Nauru 2007 Pope John Paul II 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gilded portrait of Pope John Paul II in the centre of the 
coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “IOANNES PAVLUS II P.M. SANTO 
SUBITO” above the portrait; 

 
(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately on 

the right side of the coin next to the portait; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999; 
 

(ii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

51 The coin known as the “Nauru 2007 FIFA World Cup Germany 

2006, Brandenburg Gate, Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) part of the world map with Brandenburg Gate in the 
centre; 

(ii) the inscription “FIFA WORLD CUP GERMANY 
2006™” appearing immediately below the Brandenburg 
Gate; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately above the 
Brandenburg Gate integrated in a football; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

52 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Vogelfluglinie 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
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(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a train driving on the tracks of a bridge with 
two birds flying above it; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “GERMANY-DENMARK 1963” immediately 
below the image of the train; 

 

(iii) a line with four dots and the inscriptions “HAMBURG”, 
“PUTTGARDEN”, “NYKØBING” AND “KØBENHAVN” 
immediately above the image of the train; 

 
(iv) the inscription “VOGELFLUGLINIE-

FUGLEFLUGSTLINJEN” above the whole scene; 
 

(v) the inscription “10 $” below the whole scene; 
 

(vi) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

53 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Ship Greif Commemorative 
Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of the sailing ship Greif; 
 

(ii) the inscription “HISTORY OF SEAFARING” at the top 
of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately on the right 
side of the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

54 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Father Frost 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of snowy woodland in the background and 
Santa in colour; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “HAPPY NEW YEAR AND MERRY 
CHRISTMAS” at the top of the coin; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
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below the image of Santa; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 and is partly coloured; 
 

(ii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

55 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Snowflake Commemorative 
Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of countryside in winter in the background and 
the girl Snowflake in colour; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “HAPPY NEW YEAR AND MERRY 
CHRISTMAS” at the top of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the girl; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 and is partly coloured; 
 

(ii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
56 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Castle Neuschwanstein 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of Castle Neuschwanstein; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “SCHLOSS NEUSCHWANSTEIN” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image, centred; 

 

(iv) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

57 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Brother and Sister Scholl 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) the portraits of brother and sister Scholl side by side 
looking to the right, with a rose placed between the 
portraits; 
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(ii)  the inscription “DIE GESCHWISTER SCHOLL” 
appearing immediately above the portraits; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “5 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portraits, centred; 

 

(iv) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

58 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Franz Kafka 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) the portrait of Franz Kafka looking straight ahead, with 
his signature on the left side of the portrait; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “FRANZ KAFKA – 1883 – 1924” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “5 $” appearing immediately below the 
portrait, centred; 

 

(iv) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

59 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Fairytales of Brothers 

Grimm Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of the Brothers Grimm, the brother on the left 
standing and looking to the right and the brother on the 
right sitting, holding a book on his lap and looking to 
the left; 

 

(ii) the inscription “DIE GEBRÜDER GRIMM” appearing 
immediately above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image, centred; 

 

(iv) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
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(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

60 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Emperor Wilhelm II 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of the side face of Wilhelm II; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “WILHELM II. 1888 – 1918” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the portrait, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

61 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Christmas Bells 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of 2 bells connected to each other by a bow 
surrounded by mistletoe; 

 
(ii)  the inscription “5 Dollars” appearing immediately 

below the image; 
 

(iii) the inscription “CHRISTMAS * WEIHNACHTEN * 
NAVIDAD * NOEL * NATALE” appearing all around the 
coin; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

62 The coin known as the “Nauru 2008 Guardian Angel 

Commemorative Coin One Dollar”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of an angel with its head bowed for prayer; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1 DOLLAR” appearing to the left 
below the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “GUARDIAN ANGEL” appearing 
immediately to the right above the image; and 
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(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of copper and is silver-plated; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
63 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Olympic Games 2012, 

Swimming Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  an image of a swimmer swimming in the water and 
another swimmer, jumping from a block and next to him 
the London Tower Bridge; 

 

(ii) the inscription “OLYMPIC GAMES 2012” appearing at 
the top of the coin; 

 
(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 

below the image of the swimmer jumping from the 
block; and 

 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 millimetres. 
 

64 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Olympic Games 2012, 

Swimming Commemorative Coin One Dollar”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  an image of a swimmer swimming in the water and 
another swimmer, jumping from a block and next to him a 
picture of London Tower Bridge; 

 

(ii) the inscription “OLYMPIC GAMES 2012” appearing at 
the top of the coin; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1 DOLLAR” appearing immediately below 
the image of the swimmer jumping from the block; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of copper nickel alloy; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 millimetres. 
 

65 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Olympic Games 2012, 
Swimming Commemorative Coin Fifty Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
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(i)  an image of a swimmer swimming in the water and 
another swimmer, jumping from a block and next to him a 
picture of London Tower Bridge; 

 

(ii) the inscription “OLYMPIC GAMES 2012” appearing at 
the top of the coin; 

 
(iii) the inscription “50 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 

below the image of the swimmer jumping from the 
block; and 

 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.25 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 25 millimetres. 
 

66 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 FIFA World Cup South 
Africa 2010 Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  an image of the mascot of the 2010 FIFA World Cup 
South Africa, Zakumi; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “2010 FIFA WORLD CUP SOUTH 
AFRICA™” at the top of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing at the right side next to 
the image of Zakumi; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 millimetres. 
 

67 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 FIFA World Cup South 
Africa 2010 Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a soccer field, a stylised globe and 2 
stylised football players; 

 

(ii) the inscription “2010 FIFA WORLD CUP SOUTH 
AFRICA™” at the right side of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$10” appearing immediately below the 2 
football players; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
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(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 millimetres. 
 

 
 

68 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Snowman Commemorative 
Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of winter scenery in the background and a 
snowman in colour; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “HAPPY NEW YEAR AND MERRY 
CHRISTMAS” at the top of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the snowman; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 and is partly coloured; 
 

(ii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
69 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Christmas Sleigh 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  an image of a spangled sky in the background and a 
Christmas sleigh in colour; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “HAPPY NEW YEAR AND MERRY 
CHRISTMAS” at the top of the coin; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
below the image of the sleigh; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 and is partly coloured; 
 

(ii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
70 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Investment Philharmonic 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  an image of different instruments (e.g. violins, a harp and 
an oboe) in the centre of the coin; 

 

(ii) the inscription “INVESTMENT PHILHARMONIC 
2008” appearing immediately above the image; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “5 Dollars” appearing immediately 
below the image; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “1/2 G .99999 FINEST GOLD” 
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appearing immediately below the inscription “5 
Dollars”; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

71 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Investment Ballerina 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a couple dancing the ballet while the man 
is standing behind the woman holding her and turning her 
around, with the woman’s leg lifted to the right; 

 

(ii) the inscription “INVESTMENT BALLERINA” appearing to 
the right of the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5 Dollars” appearing to the right of the 
image; 

 

(iv) the inscription “1/2 G .99999 FINEST GOLD” 
appearing to the left of the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 
(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

72 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 60th Anniversary Investment 
Coin Mexico Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a Mexican coin press; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “1949 – 2009” appearing to the left of the 
image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5 Dollars” appearing below the 
image; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “60TH ANNIVERSARY INVESTMENT 
COIN MEXICO” appearing above the image; 

 

(v) the inscription “1/2 G .99999 FINEST GOLD” 
appearing below the inscription “5 Dollars”; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
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(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

73 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Kiwi Investment Coin 2009 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a Kiwi bird; 
 

(ii) the inscription “KIWI INVESTMENT COIN 2009” 
appearing above the image; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “5 Dollars” appearing below the 
image; 

 

(iv the inscription “1/2 G .99999 FINEST GOLD” 
appearing below the inscription “5 Dollars”; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

74 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Manta Ray Commemorative 
Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of 3 manta rays; 
 

(ii) the inscription “MANTA RAY” appearing above the 
image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5$” appearing below the image; 
 

(iv) a pearled rim surrounding the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

75 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Coral Reef Commemorative 
Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of corals with a turtle swimming on the upper 
part of the design and 4 fishes swimming in between the 
corals; 

 

(ii) the inscription “CORAL REEF” appearing above the 
image; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “5$” appearing below the image, 
centred; 
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(iv) a pearled rim surrounding the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

76 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 100th Anniversary Marion 
Countess Dönhoff Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Marion Countess Dönhoff, looking straight 
ahead, with her signature to the right of the portrait; 

 

(ii) the inscription “100. GEBURTSTAG MARION 
GRÄFIN DÖNHOFF” surrounding the design; 

 

(iii) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait, above the signature; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

77 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Heinrich Böll 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Heinrich Böll, looking straight ahead, with 
his signature to the left of the portrait; 

 

(ii) the inscription “HEINRICH BÖLL” to the left of the 
portrait; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1917 – 1985” appearing below the 
inscription “HEINRICH BÖLL”; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the left of the 
image, below the signature; and 

 

(v) a pearled rim surrounding the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

78  The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Wilhelm II – 2nd version 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
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(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a portrait of the German emperor Wilhelm II looking to 
the right; 

 

(ii) the inscription “WILHELM II 1888–1918” appearing 
immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1/2G .999 FINE GOLD 5 DOLLARS” 
appearing immediately below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

79 The coin known as the “Nauru 2009 Christmas Bear 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a teddy bear in sitting position wearing a 
Christmas hat; 

 

(ii) the inscription “5 Dollars” appearing immediately 
below the image; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “WEIHNACHTEN * NAVIDAD * NOËL * 
NATALE * CHRISTMAS” surrounding the whole design; 
and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold .999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

80  The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 French Investment – 
Gallischer Hahn Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a standing cock looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “FRENCH GOLD INVESTMENT” 
appearing immediately above the image; 

 
(iii)  the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD” 

appearing immediately below the image; 
 

(iv) the inscription “5 $” appearing to the right of the 
image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
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(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

81 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Konrad Zuse 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a portrait of Konrad Zuse looking to the left enclosed by a 
ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “KONRAD ZUSE” appearing above the 
portrait; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1910–1995” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the left of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

82 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Robert Schumann 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Robert Schumann looking straight 
ahead enclosed by a ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “ROBERT SCHUMANN” appearing 
above the portrait; 

 
(iii) the inscription “1810–1856” appearing below the 

portrait; 
 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the left of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

83 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Galileo Galilei 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
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(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Galileo Galilei looking straight ahead 
enclosed by a ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “GALILEO GALILEI” appearing above the 
portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1564–1642” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the left of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

84 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Christopher Columbus 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Christopher Columbus looking straight 
ahead enclosed by a ring; 

 
(ii) the inscription “CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS” appearing 

above the portrait; 
 

(iii) the inscription “1451–1506” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

85 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Albert Einstein 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Albert Einstein looking straight ahead 
enclosed by a ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “ALBERT EINSTEIN” appearing 
above the portrait; 
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(iii) the inscription “1879–1955” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

86 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Mother Teresa 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a portrait of Mother Teresa looking straight ahead 
enclosed by a ring; 

  

(ii) the inscription “MOTHER TERESA” appearing 
above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1910–1997” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 gram; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

87 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Leonardo da Vinci 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 

 

(i) a portrait of Leonardo da Vinci looking straight 
ahead enclosed by a ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “LEONARDO DA VINCI” appearing 
above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1452–1519” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the left of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
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(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

88 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Isaac Newton 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 

 

(i)  a portrait of Isaac Newton looking straight ahead 
enclosed by a ring; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “SIR ISAAC NEWTON” appearing 
above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1643–1727” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

89 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Gandhi Commemorative 
Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 

 

(i) a portrait of Gandhi looking straight ahead enclosed by a 
ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “MAHATMA GANDHI” appearing 
above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1869–1948” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of 
the portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
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90 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Mozart Commemorative 
Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 

 

(i) a portrait of Mozart looking to the right enclosed by a ring; 
 

(ii) the inscription “WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART” 
appearing above the portrait; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1756–1791” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 gram; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

91 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Goethe Commemorative 
Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 

 

(i) a portrait of Goethe looking straight ahead enclosed by a 
ring; 

 

(ii) the inscription “JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE” 
appearing above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1749–1832” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “$5” appearing to the right of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

 
(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 

 

92 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 van Gogh Commemorative 

Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a portrait of van Gogh looking to the left enclosed by a 
ring; 
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(ii) the inscription “VINCENT WILLEM VAN GOGH” 
appearing above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1853–1890” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “$5” appearing to the left of the 
portrait within the ring; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

93 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Ludwig II Commemorative 

Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of the side face of Ludwig II; 
 

(ii) the inscription “LUDWIG II” appearing above the 
portrait between two olive branches; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD 5 
DOLLARS” appearing below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

94 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Dornier DO X 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a floatplane on the water surface; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing above the wing 
of the floatplane; 

 

(iii) the inscription “DORNIER DOX” appearing above the 
floatplane’s propellers; 

 

(iv) an image of a flying floatplane appearing on the top left 
side of the coin; 

 

(v) the inscription “80 YEARS TRANSATLANTIC TEST 
FLIGHT 1930/1931” appearing above and to the right 
of the flying floatplane; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
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(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
95  The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 High-Speed Steam 

Locomotive DR 18201 Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a steam locomotive driving on a railway track 
with a railway wheel in the background and a closed 
railway crossing gate immediately below the train; 

 

(ii) the inscription “1960–2010” appearing above the 
image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “HIGH-SPEED STEAM LOCOMOTIVE DR 18201” 
appearing above the inscription “1960–2010”; 

 

(iv) the inscription “10$” appearing immediately below the 
image; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

96  The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Saxonia – Leipzig Dresden 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a historical steam locomotive driving on a 
railway track; 

 

(ii) the inscription “LEIPZIG-DRESDEN 7 APRIL 1839” 
appearing to the left of and above the image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “SAXONIA” appearing below the 
image; 

 

(iv) the inscription “10 $” appearing to the right of the 
image; 

 

(v) a pearled rim enclosing the whole design; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 15 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 34 millimetres. 
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97 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 20 Years Reunification 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated map of the Federal Republic of 
Germany as a removable sculpture; 

 

(ii) the inscription “WIRSINDEIN VOLK” appearing on the 
map; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “GERMANY – 20TH ANNIVERSARY 
REUNIFICATION” appearing above the map; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “1990” appearing on the lower left part 
of the coin; 

 
(v) the inscription “2010” appearing on the lower right part 

of the coin; 
 

(vi) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing below the map; 
and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with a 24 karat gold-plated 
inlay; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce plus a 5 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 
98 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 20 Years Reunification 

Commemorative Coin One Dollar”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a map of the Federal Republic of Germany as a 
removable sculpture; 

 

(ii) the inscription “WIRSINDEIN VOLK” appearing on the 
map; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “GERMANY – 20TH ANNIVERSARY 
REUNIFICATION” appearing above the map; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “1990” appearing on the lower left part 
of the coin; 

 

(v) the inscription “2010” appearing on the lower right part 
of the coin; 

 

(vi)  the inscription “1 DOLLAR” appearing below the map; 
and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of copper with partial 24 karat gold-
plating and a silver inlay; 
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(ii) the coin weighs 30 grams plus a 4-7 gram inlay; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.6 
millimetres. 

 

99  The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 5th Death Anniversary 
Pope John Paul II Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars (Coin 1)”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of Pope John Paul II holding a cross in one 
hand and waving with the other, a gold-plated cross 
appearing in the background and the papal emblem 
appearing in front of the cross’s intersection; 

 

(ii) the inscription “$10” appearing on the right in front of the 
horizontal bar of the cross; 

 

(iii) The inscription “2010 IN MEMORIAM IOHANNES 
PAULUS II VENERABILIS DEI SERVUS” appearing 
immediately above the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925 with a partial gold-
plating; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii)  the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

100          The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 5th Death Anniversary 
Pope John Paul II Commemorative Coin Fifty Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of Pope John Paul II holding a cross with both 
hands and pushing his head against the cross, with a 
cross appearing in the background and the papal 
emblem appearing in front of the cross’s intersection; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “$50” appearing on the right in front of the 
horizontal bar of the cross; 

 

(iii) The inscription “2010 IN MEMORIAM IOHANNES 
PAULUS II VENERABILIS DEI SERVUS” appearing 
immediately above the image; and 

 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 7.78 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 25 millimetres. 
 

101 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 5th Death Anniversary 
Pope John Paul II Commemorative Coin Twenty Five Dollars” 
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(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of Pope John Paul II waving with his left hand, 
with a cross appearing in the background and the papal 
emblem appearing in front of the cross’s intersection; 

 

(ii) the inscription “$25” appearing on the lower part of the 
coin in front of the image; 

 

(iii) The inscription “2010 IN MEMORIAM IOHANNES 
PAULUS II VENERABILIS DEI SERVUS” appearing 
immediately above the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 3.11 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 18.50 
millimetres. 

 

102 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 5th Death Anniversary 
Pope John Paul II Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars (Coin 4)”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Pope John Paul II, with a cross 
appearing in the background and the papal emblem 
appearing in front of the cross’s intersection; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “$ 10” appearing beneath the papal 
emblem; 

 

(iii)  The inscription “2010 IN MEMORIAM IOHANNES 
PAULUS II VENERABILIS DEI SERVUS” appearing 
immediately above the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 1.24 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 13.92 
millimetres. 

 
103 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Brandenburg Gate 

Commemorative Coin Twenty-Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of the Brandenburg Gate with the 
inscription “20TH ANNIVERSARY REUNIFICATION 
GERMANY 1990-2010” appearing on the upper part of the 
gate; 

 

(ii) the inscription “25 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
beneath the inscription mentioned in subparagraph (i); 
and 
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(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i)  the coin is made of silver 999 gold-plated with 
platinated quadriga; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 3 ounces; 
 

(iii) the coin is shaped like the Brandenburg Gate with 
dimensions of 100 x 80 x 3 millimetres. 

 
104  The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Diamond Jubilee of QE II – 

Sandringham Castle Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of Queen Elizabeth II sitting on a chair in front 
of a desk on the right side of the coin, Sandringham 
Castle on the left; 

 

(ii) the inscription “DIAMOND JUBILEE – HM QUEEN 
ELIZABETH II” appearing immediately beneath the 
inscription mentioned in subparagraph (i); 

 

(iii) the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing immediately 
above the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
105 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 FIFA World Cup South 

Africa 2010 Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of an octopus on a treasure chest, 
“predicting” the results of the matches; 

 

(ii) the inscription “2010 FIFA WORLD CUP SOUTH 
AFRICA™” at the top of the coin; 

 

(iii) the inscription “10$” appearing above the image; and 
 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of silver 925; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 28.28 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 millimetres. 
 

106 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Eagle Gold Investment 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
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(i) an image of an eagle flying to the left side, with shafts 
of sunlight in the back coming from the rising sun below 
the eagle; 

 

(ii) the inscription “EAGLE GOLD INVESTMENT” 
appearing immediately above the wings of the eagle; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “1/2 G .99999 AU FINEST GOLD 5 $” 
appearing below the eagle, centred; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.99; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

107 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Swiss Gold Investment 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Helvetia looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “SWISS GOLD INVESTMENT” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD 5 
DOLLARS” appearing immediately below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

108 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Emperor Franz-Joseph 

Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a portrait of Emperor Franz-Joseph I of Austria 
looking to the right; 

 

(ii) one olive branch appearing on the left and another one on 
the right of the portrait; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “FRANZ JOSEPH I” appearing 
immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD 5 
DOLLARS” appearing immediately below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
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(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

109 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Abraham Lincoln 
Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a gold-plated portrait of President Abraham Lincoln 
on the left side; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “150TH ANNIVERSARY ELECTION 
OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN” appearing immediately 
below the portrait; 

 

(iii) an image of a cavalry soldier on a horse holding the 
Star Spangled Banner in company of other soldiers 
with the U.S. Capitol appearing in the background; 

 

(iv) the inscription “10$” appearing at the top of the coin; 
 

(v) the Star Spangled Banner in colour appearing in the 
background of the upper part of the coin; 

 

(vi) a pearled rim enclosing the upper part of the whole 
design; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with partial 24K gold-
plating and partial colouring; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
110 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 Abraham Lincoln 

Commemorative Coin One Dollar”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a gold-plated portrait of President Abraham Lincoln on 
the left side; 

 

(ii) the inscription “150TH ANNIVERSARY ELECTION OF 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN” appearing immediately below the 
portrait; 

 

(iii) an image of a cavalry soldier on a horse holding the Star 
Spangled Banner in company of other soldiers with the 
U.S. Capitol appearing in the background; 

 

(iv) the inscription “1$” appearing at the top of the coin; 
 

(v) the Star Spangled Banner in colour appearing in the 
background of the upper part of the coin; 

 

(vi) a pearled rim enclosing the upper part of the whole 
design; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
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(i) the coin is made of cupro nickel with partial 24K gold-

plating and partial colouring; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 26.03 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 

111 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 John F. Kennedy 

Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a gold-plated portrait of President John F. Kennedy on 
the left side; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “50th ANNIVERSARY ELECTION OF JOHN 
F. KENNEDY” appearing immediately below the portrait; 

 

(iii) an image of a standing space rocket on the right of the 
portrait, with the White House further to the right; 

 

(iv) an image of a standing space rocket on the right of the 
portrait; 

 

(v)  the inscription “10$” appearing on the upper right part 
of the coin; 

 

(vi) the Star Spangled Banner in colour appearing in the 
background of the upper part of the coin; 

 

(vii) a pearled rim enclosing the upper part of the whole 
design; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of silver 999 with partial 24K gold-
plating and partial colouring; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 1 ounce; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
112 The coin known as the “Nauru 2010 John F. Kennedy 

Commemorative Coin One Dollar”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i)  a gold-plated portrait of President John F. Kennedy on 
the left side; 

 

(ii)  the inscription “50th ANNIVERSARY ELECTION OF JOHN 
F. KENNEDY” appearing immediately below the portrait; 

 

(iii) an image of a standing space rocket on the right of the 
portrait, with the White House further to the right; 

 

(iv) an image of a standing space rocket on the right of the 
portrait; 
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(v) the inscription “1$” appearing on the upper right part of 
the coin; 

 

(vi) the Star Spangled Banner in colour appearing in the 
background of the upper part of the coin; 

 

(vii) a pearled rim enclosing the upper part of the whole 
design; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of cupro nickel with partial 24K gold-
plating and partial colouring; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 26.03 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 38.61 
millimetres. 

 
113  The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Nikolaus II Commemorative 

Coin Five Dollars”: 
 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Nikiolaus II looking to the right; 
 

(ii) the inscription “NIKOLAUS II” appearing immediately 
above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “2011” appearing on the left of the 
portrait; 

 

(iv)  the inscription “5$” appearing on the right of the 
portrait; 

 

(v) the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD 5  DOLLARS” 
appearing immediately below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

114 The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Friedrich III 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Friedrich III looking to the right; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “FRIEDRICH III” appearing immediately 
above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “2011” appearing on the right of the 
portrait; 

 
(iv) the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD 5 

DOLLARS”appearing immediately below the portrait; and 
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(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 gram; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

115 The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Queen Victoria 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of Queen Victoria looking to the right; 
 

(ii) the inscription “QUEEN VICTORIA * 1819-1901” 
appearing immediately above the portrait; 

 

(iii) the inscription “2011” appearing on the left of the 
portrait; 

 

(iv) the inscription “5$” appearing on the right of the 
portrait; 

 

(v) the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD” 
appearing immediately below the portrait; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 gram; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

116 The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Agamemmnon 
Commemorative Coin Five Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of the Mask of Agammemnon; 
 

(ii)  the inscription “ANCIENT GOLD – MASK OF 
AGAMMEMNON” appearing immediately above the 
image; 

 

(iii) the inscription “5$” appearing on the lower left of the coin; 
 

(iv) the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD” 
appearing immediately below the image; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 gram; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
 

117 The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Royal Wedding Sweden 

Commemorative Coin One Dollar”: 
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(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) a portrait of the royal wedding couple in the 
foreground; 

 

(ii) the inscription “1 DOLLAR” appearing below the 
portrait; 

 

(iii) an image of the royal couple standing in a gold-plated 
gondola together with a gondolier in the background, 
the emblem of a crown surrounded by the inscription 
“THE ROYAL DYNASTIES” appearing immediately above 
the gondola; 

 
(iv)  the inscription “ROYAL WEDDING SWEDEN 2010” 

appearing to the right of the crown emblem; 
 

(v) a pearled rim with 3 crystals appearing above the top 
half of the picture; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of copper and is silver- and gold-plated 
with 3 crystals; 

 

(ii) the coin weighs 26 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 40 millimetres. 
 

118  The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Anzac Day - We Will 
Remember Them Commemorative Coin Ten Dollars”: 

 

(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
 

(i) an image of a uniformed Australian soldier blowing a small 
trumpet, a waving Australian flag appearing immediately 
below the soldier and covering part of his torso; 

 

(ii) a small inscription “500 Silver” appearing on the lower 
part of the flag; 

 

(iii)  the inscription “10 DOLLARS” appearing on the lower 
part of the coin; 

 

(iv) the inscription “WE WILL REMEMBER THEM” 
appearing immediately above the soldier; and 

 
(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 

 

(i) the coin is made of silver 500; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 10 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 26 millimetres. 
 

119 The coin known as the “Nauru 2011 Napoleon Commemorative 
Coin Five Dollars”: 

 
(a) the reverse impression of which shows the following: 
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(i) the portrait of Napoleon looking straight ahead; 
 
(ii) the inscription “NAPOLEON I” appearing immediately 

above the portrait between two olive branches; 
 
(iii)  the inscription “1/2 G .9999 FINEST GOLD 5  DOLLARS” 

immediately below the appearing portrait; and 
 

(b) the specifications of which are as follows: 
 

(i) the coin is made of gold 999.9; 
 

(ii) the coin weighs 0.5 grams; 
 

(iii) the coin is circular with a diameter of 11 millimetres. 
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